
  

Boolean Search Operators
Five Basic



  

Exact Match

#1.  “ “ (quotation marks) - Exact multiple-word phrases 
in order.
  
Without quotation marks, the search engine may 
assume that the phrase is a list of separate query terms, 
treating the first in the string as the most important, then 
the second, etc.



  

And

#2.  AND (must be all caps) or use '+' sign

Connects two or more search terms all of which must 
appear on each web page on the results list.



  

Not

#3.   NOT  (must be all caps) or use '-' sign

To exclude words in your search. 



  

Or

#4.  OR (must be all caps)  or  |  (vertical pipe – above 
backslash on most keyboards)

Connects two or more words, at least one of which 
should appear on each Web page returned by the query. 
 
This is a good way to connect synonyms or alternate 
spellings.



  

Complex Searches
(Combinations)

#5.  (  )  Parenthetical searches.

To do a complex search (combine several of the above), 
you can combine terms using parentheses. 

I.E.  (Owner OR President OR Director OR Principal OR 
Manager)



  

Boolean Search Operators
More Advanced



  

Define a Word

#6.  def: or define:  (before the word)

Often times the first result will be a definition, but this 
ensures it.



  

Search Within A Price, Date
Or A Number Range

#7.  First type in your term. Then separate the lowest 
and highest prices you’re willing to pay with two periods 
(..) or a number range. 

This trick also works for dates, if you’re, say, looking for 
a news article published during a certain time. 

I.E. - digital slr cameras $250..$500 
               Or  pricerange:250-500
         5..15  Or   numrange:5-15
         June 1..30 2020



  

Search Within A Website

#8.  Type “site:” followed by the URL of the website 
you’d like to search. Then add your search terms. 

I.E. site:sagesofbg.wordpress.com AARP Movies for 
Grownups



  

Do Not Show

#9.  - (minus sign -- no space before first letter)

Use this to exclude pages containing a particular word.

I.E.  Elvis -Presley



  

File Type

#10.  Search for a specific file by type

boolean search operator + filetype:pdf

Can combine    filetype:pdf  OR  filetype:doc



  

Wild Card

#11.  * (wild card or truncation -- no spaces around 
asterisk)  

I.E.  Elvis*



  

Substitute Spelling

#12.  ?  Use a question mark as a substitution symbol.

I.E.  Theat??   
Retrieves records containing either “theater” or theatre”

I.E.  197?         
Retrieves records containing 1970, 1971, 1972, etc.



  

Truncation

#13.  $  Use a dollar sign as a truncation symbol.

Truncation is a searchable shortened form of a word.

I.E.  cook$   
Retrieves records containing cook, cooks, cookbook, 
cooking, etc.



  

Word In A Page Title

#14. Finds pages that have the term(s) in the HTML title 
element. 

Can be combined with other search terms. 

I.E.  intitle:sagesofbg
This should find 'sagesofbg' in the title.



  

Word in a URL

#15. Finds pages that have the term(s) somewhere in 
the URL (host name, path, or filename). 

Can be combined with other search terms.

I.E.  inurl:sagesofbg



  

Pages on a Site

#16. Finds pages from the designated Web site indexed 
on Google for instance. 

Path and file names can be included. 

I.E.  Site:sagesofbg.wordpress.com



  

~ Synonyms

#17. You may want to search not only for a particular 
keyword, but also for its synonyms. 

Place the tilde sign ("~") immediately in front of the 
keyword.

I.E. ~



  

Questions? 847.634.6535
Michael or Judy


